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Introduction

Football clubs, leagues, and FAs from all across 
Europe support their communities in staying 
safe, active, and healthy. The ongoing pandemic 
is a challenge for society as a whole and is also 
affecting professional football. The COVID-19 
response of the football community has been 
fast, holistic, and effective. Foundations and 
CSR-departments in football organisations 
have used their infrastructure and partnerships 
to organise e.g. fundraisers, food delivery to 
people at risk of isolation, public sport sessions, 
awareness campaigns, and mental health support. 

The #Morethanfootball Action Weeks, initiated by 
the European Football for Development Network 
(EFDN), are aimed at providing the European football 
community with the platform to showcase the 
impact of their community and social responsibility 
work and engage with their supporters, sponsors, 
and the general public. This year, the focus was on 
initiatives that tackle challenges created by the 

ongoing pandemic and collaboration of stakeholders 
in the sport for development sector. Not only clubs, 
leagues, and FAs, but also their community partners 
and organisations like Special Olympics Europe-
Eurasia, European Week of Sport, Fare network, 
UEFA Foundation for Children, and ECA. 

The 2020 campaign that took place from the 15th 
September until the 11th October, was the fourth 
edition of the Action Weeks. The campaign saw more 
than 100 organisations take part and the impact 
report provides an overview of all the actions as 
well as an insight into the campaign’s reach and 
highlighting of key facts and figures. 

The impact report not only outlines the impact of 
the various activities and initiatives that took place 
over the course of the Action Weeks, but also aims 
to inspire a year-long #Morethanfootball movement. 
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PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

With over 100 clubs, foundations, 
community trusts, leagues and FAs 
taking part from 30 countries, 
the 2020 #Morethanfootball Action 
Weeks has been the biggest campaign 
on CSR in European football so far. 
The message of the value, impact, 
and the importance of Community 
and Social Responsibility in European 
Football was spread throughout the 
course of the campaign, reaching 
an estimated number of more than 
41 million people online with the 
#Morethanfootball message.

The 2020 edition of the 
#Morethanfootball Action Days were 
structured around the United Nation’s 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
giving participants the opportunity to 
showcase their activities around topics 
such as good health and well-being, 

gender equality, social inclusion, 
education, and sustainability. 
The 2020 #Morethanfootball Action 
Weeks supported worldwide campaigns 
such as the International Day of Older 
Persons, International Day of Non-
Violence, World Mental Health Day and 
the anniversary of the adoption of the 
SDGs. Projects, events, and many other 
great initiatives held throughout the 
action weeks demonstrated the power of 
football to address key issues and create 
meaningful social change.

The 2020 #Morethanfootball Action 
Weeks brought together clubs, leagues, 
associations, foundations, and partners 
from the sport for development sector 
from across Europe to communicate 
the message that football is 
#Morethanfootball.

Armenia
Andorra
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
England
Germany
Greece
Gibraltar
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Northern Ireland
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Scotland
Serbia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
The Netherlands
Turkey
Ukraine 
Wales

Participating Countries

#Morethanfootball Impact Report 2020

41 
million people 
reached online 
with the 
#Morethanfootball 
message.



67 m

4,041

Impressions

Total social media posts 
from organisations

30 Countries 
participating

41 m
Estimated 
social media reach

108
Organisations 
involved

6

# Morethanfootball 
 embraces Europe
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PAOK FC and SL Benfica officially kicked off the 
#Morethanfootball Action Weeks at the Toumba stadium 
in Thessaloniki, Greece ahead of their UEFA Champions 
League qualifying third round match. The two clubs are both 
longstanding members of EFDN. Both teams lined up behind 
a #Morethanfootball banner that was visible to millions of 
people watching the match worldwide. 

The club captains – PAOK’s Dimitris Pelkas and Benfica’s Andre 
Almeida – signed a pledge supporting the aims of the Action 
Weeks to highlight the work their clubs and foundations 
engage in to impact the communities around them. PAOK FC, 
SL Benfica, and their community organisations PAOK Action 
and Fundação Benfica use the power of football to promote 
social change and the clubs were acknowledging they would 
use the 2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks as a platform 
to raise awareness about the excellent initiatives delivered in 
communities across Greece and Portugal.

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks

 kick-off

15.09.2020

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks kick-off 

#Morethanfootball Impact Report 2020

PAOK FC - SL Benfica 
Champions League Qualifiers
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2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks kick-off 

“The squad cooperates throughout 
the season with the Foundation to 

fulfil several social initiatives where 
we know that our support makes all 

the difference. Congratulations to this 
campaign that brings visibility to what 
European Football develops socially.”

“Football is #morethanfootball 
because football it’s our life, it’s our 
oxygen, it’s our family, it’s our smile 
and through its magnificent power 

we can – altogether – make our 
world a little bit better!”

PAOK and SL Benfica have selected 
several ambassadors 

to support the campaign. 

#Morethanfootball ambassadors 

André Almeida 
Player from SL Benfica

Anastasios 
Papadopoulos 
Manager PAOK Action
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# WeareMorethanfootball   
 challenge 

#Morethanfootball Impact Report 2020

#WeareMorethanfootball challenge 

EFDN challenged organisations that are passionate 
about the social power of football to present staff, 
coaches, players, and beneficiaries to share with 
everyone why they are #Morethanfootball and 
nominate other clubs, leagues, FAs, or partners 
to do the same. 

The initial promotional video brought together 
clubs and their foundations from across Europe who 
provided footage of their players, staff members, and 
project participants joining the biggest football team 
in the world. The EFDN team launched the challenge 
and organisations from all across Europe took part in 
the weeks that followed. 
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Watch the 
official campaign video: 

We would like to thank the following clubs and foundations 
for their support with the creation of the video and sharing 
their #WeareMorethanfootball challenge: AEK Athens, Apollon 
Limassol, Benfica,  Excelsior Rotterdam, FC Pyunik, Feyenoord, 
NAC Breda, Panathinaikos, PSV, Shakhtar Donetsk, and Sheffield 
United Community Foundation.

The challenge also saw several other teams take part and share 
their stories across their various communications channels 
including N.E.C Maatschappelijk, Barça Foundation, the 
association of FC Barcelona players, Everton in the Community, 
Olympiakos FC, Bayer 04 Leverkusen, Asteras Tripolis FC and 
Aston Villa Foundation. Together we have managed to reach 
more than 7 million people through #Morethanfootball posts 
just on the first day of the campaign. 

Watch EFDN’s 
#WeareMorethanfootball challenge:

#Morethanfootball Impact Report 2020

#WeareMorethanfootball challenge 
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EFDN AND SPECIAL OLYMPICS

EFDN and Special Olympics 

EFDN and Special Olympics Europe-Eurasia signed a 
partnership agreement in 2019. Together both organisations 
develop football activities and opportunities for athletes 
with and without disabilities across Europe. David 
Evangelista, President and Managing Director at Special 
Olympics Europe-Eurasia accepted EFDN’s nomination 
for the #WeareMorethanfootball challenge. He highlighted 
the great spirit of the Special Olympics athletes and the 
inclusive power of football in his video message on the first 
day of the #Morethanfootball Action Weeks. 

Hubert Rovers, CEO of EFDN invited all members and campaign 
participants to engage with Special Olympics European Football 
Week and share the Faces of Football website with all players, 
coaches, and supporters. Special Olympics Europe Eurasia 
launched the #FacesofFootball campaign and digital hub 
in mid-September, supporting footballers with intellectual 
disabilities to continue training remotely and to stay connected 
to their teammates, coaches, and fans. More than 2,700 
participants from more than 50 countries signed up on a unique 
platform. Ireland and Everton captain, Seamus Coleman and 
EFDN Project & Partnership Manager Robert Maaskant are 
among the participants. 

Special Olympics organisations from the Netherlands, Ukraine, 
Hungary, and Poland have shared #Morethanfootball messages 
and took part in the challenges. Legia Warsaw’s women team 
met with young special athletes at the training academy 
of the Polish club. Juventus and KAS Eupen promoted their 
initiatives for athletes with intellectual disabilities as well as 
other #Morethanfootball Action Weeks participants during the 
related Action Days on 26 & 27 September. 

Watch his message here: 
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EFDN AND SPECIAL OLYMPICS
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EFDN and the European Week of Sport

EFDN was one of the official partner organisations that 
collaborated with the European Commission for its European 
Week of Sport. EFDN members and participating organisations 
took part in the #BeActive campaign promoting the European 
Week of Sport, a week-long event running from 23-30 
September. The aim of the annual campaign is to encourage 
Europeans to be more active and take better care of their 
mental health.

The #Morethanfootball community promoted an active 
lifestyle through several small events, social media posts, 
and celebrations. The COVID-19 pandemic affects everyone’s 
approach to sports, with major sports events cancelled and 
everyday workout routines also affected. Nonetheless, football 
organisations help people in their communities to stay active 
and healthy. 

Robert Maaskant, EFDN Project & Partnership Manager was 
EFDN’s ambassador for this year’s campaign. Robert showed 
how he keeps himself fit in the office and made a call to all 
stakeholders in football to #BeActive. 

EFDN and 
the European Week of Sport
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EFDN and the European Week of Sport

EFDN and 
the European Week of Sport
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#Morethanfootball Ambassadors 

# Morethanfootball  
 Ambassadors 

“Whenever I have the opportunity, in my 
position as an active player or now as a BVB 

ambassador, to get involved socially and, 
for example, to surprise socially disadvantaged 

children with gifts, I have noticed 
that football can do a lot more.”

Patrick 
Owomoyela
Former Borussia Dortmund 
& German National Player 

Football is much more than a game. The 
best way to learn more about the impact of 
the ‘beautiful game’ and social projects on 
people’s lives is to listen to representatives, 
staff, players, coaches, and beneficiaries. 
CSR-experts, programme participants but 
also professional players like Alexis Sanchez 
and Rafael Pereira pledged their support. 
Read the statements from some of our 
#Morethanfootball ambassadors. 

Alexis Sanchez 
from Inter Milan
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#Morethanfootball Ambassadors 

“ When people ask me what’s my favourite part 
of working in a football club, I always tell them 
my job as a CSR manager. Being in contact with 
a diversity of people, helping them and seeing 
them forget their problems for a while is the 

most beautiful job in the world.”

Céline Mawet
CSR Manager Royal Excel Mouscron 

“The street football activity allows you 
to be part of a group, to have a positive goal, 

to stay in shape, to see the country 
and to make friends.”

Vincent Broucke
Royal Excel Mouscron Homeless Team Coach

Club, league, FA representatives 
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#Morethanfootball Ambassadors 

“In my family, the word ‘football’ is pronounced 
with great respect. It is a passion that we share from 

generation to generation. There are moments of 
winning trophies, victories and glory surrounded by 

fans that we can always count on. But it is also 
a great responsibility. Thanks to our popularity, we 
have the opportunity to help those in need and to 

support charitable initiatives. We make our dreams 
come true, but also others who deserve it.”

“Football is #Morethanfootball because it has 
the ability to unite us all around a common goal. 

I see every day how clubs help others. The way 
every club and every player tries to help other 

people. Football is everything for me. 
Football is more than a game, it is my life.”

Professional players  

“Football is 
#Morethanfootball 

because 
it unites 
all of us. 
Join us!”

Junior Moraes 
from FC Shakhtar

Marko Vesovic    
from Legia Warsaw

Rafael Pereira     
from Istanbul Basaksehir FK
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#Morethanfootball Ambassadors 

Renato Josipovic  
from GNK Dinamo Zagreb

Matias Iglesias   
from Asteras Tripolis FC

“Football has had a great and positive impact 
on my life since childhood. Along with the 

trainings and the physical part of the story, 
I travelled a lot, I saw various places all over 

Croatia and the world, I experienced beautiful 
moments and successes at various ages. 

Also, I met a lot of people, developed 
many friendships and got rich that way 
as a person. I think that’s exactly why 

football is ‘more than a game’.”

“I found out about More Than Football 
from last year’s actions, in which I 

participated with my team and I felt 
that this is the most important role I 
have played throughout my football 
career. We are More Than Football.”

Caba Sanha   
Benfica Foundation adopted player

“Benfica Foundation had huge 
importance on my growth and my life 

also. I’ve learned to wait and be patient. 
I’ve also learned to respect others and 

their differences. The Foundation made 
and still makes me smile a lot. I’m very 
grateful to all that watched me grow!”

Janice Silva   
SL Benfica Futsal Player

“I’ve personally participated on a social 
project of Benfica Foundation and 

so I’m well aware of the social role of 
sports clubs and the huge impact they 

can make on people’s lives.”

Cornelia Dietz   
Dortmund sport member and athlete

“At Borussia Dortmund, in the city of 
Dortmund and in the entire Ruhr area, 
I was able to experience for myself that 

football is more than football. 
Lots of people get involved on and 

off the pitch. We stick together, 
in good times and bad.”

Participants from Community programmes  
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The 2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks saw the organisation of a range of matchday events. Although there are no or less fans 
allowed in stadiums in most European countries, several campaign participants showed their support during matchdays while being 
broadcasted live on TV and on the internet.

#Morethanfootball Events

Match day events

MATCHDAY EVENTS

Before their fourth match in the 2020/2021 Greek Super League Interwetten, which 
coincided with the #Morethanfootball Action Day for Non-Violence, FC Panetolikos 
and Asteras Tripolis FC sent a joint message supporting the International Day of 
Non-Violence. Team captains stood together to display a banner to show that there 
is no room for violence in football, on or off the field, and that together they are 
#Morethanfootball.

PAE Panetolikos vs. Asteras Tripolis FC
Panetolikos Stadium, Agrinio, Greece
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MATCHDAY EVENTS

Club Brugge vs. Cercle Brugge                                                                                         
Jan Breydel Stadium, Bruges, Belgium 

Club Brugge used the Pro League derby against Cercle Brugge 
as an opportunity to promote the #Morethanfootball Action 
Weeks. During the warm-up, Club Brugge mascots Belle 
and Bene were on the pitch bearing #Morethanfootball 
merchandise to promote the Action Weeks. Flags, banners, 
t-shirts, and captains’ armbands - #Morethanfootball were 
everywhere in the Jan Breydel Stadium.
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MATCHDAY EVENTS

Apollon Limassol vs. Lech Poznan                                                                                   
GSP Stadium, Nicosia, Cyprus   

Apollon Limassol hosted Lech Poznan at their European 
home venue, the GPS Stadium, for their UEFA Europa League 
third qualifying round match. The Cypriot team held a 
#Morethanfootball banner before kick-off to reiterate their 
support for the campaign and the social initiatives they run.
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MATCHDAY EVENTS

NK Lokomotiva Zagreb pledged its support for the 
#Morethanfootball campaign before their match against 
HNK Gorica in the Croatian First Football League. 
The team posed for a photo before the first whistle with 
a #Morethanfootball banner to show their commitment 
to the campaign and its objectives.

NK Lokomotiva Zagreb vs. 
HNK Gorica                                                                                         
Stadion Kranjčevićeva, Zagreb, Croatia  

Istanbul 
Başakşehir FK 
vs. Göztepe SK                                                                                          
Başakşehir Fatih Terim Stadium, 
Istanbul, Turkey

İstanbul Başakşehir hosted Göztepe 
for a Turkish Süper Lig fixture and used 
the match as a chance to promote their 
participation in the #Morethanfootball 
Action Weeks. #Morethanfootball 
appeared on the LED sponsorship 
screens running along the touchlines 
throughout the match. 
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS

Campaign activity: 
International working definition of antisemitism

During the #Morethanfootball Action Weeks, the German 
club announced that they would implement the international 
working definition of antisemitism and a project to put BVB 
fans, employees, partners and sponsors in conversation about 
antisemitism and hate. These steps are part of the ‘United 
by Borussia’ initiative that was shortlisted for the More than 
Football Award 2020. 

Borussia 
Dortmund                                                                                         
Dortmund, Germany 

Community programmes & online campaigns

Campaign activity: Fans fund COVID-19 recovery response  

Liverpool supporters who were due to attend this year’s 
Liverpool FC Foundation official Legends charity match 
against FC Barcelona at Anfield have generously donated 
over £250,000 (€275,000) to the charity through the money 
they received from their ticket refunds. All the donations will 
help to fund the three key areas of the club’s Covid-19 recovery 
response work including, food poverty, mental health, and 
unemployment.

LFC Foundation                                                                                 
Liverpool, United Kingdom   
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COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS

ADO Den Haag                                                                              
The Hague, The Netherlands   

Campaign activity: Sponsorship for the G-Storks 

ADO Den Haag have roped in a new shirt sponsor for the 
G-Storks, their disability football team. PLYRS will proudly 
adorn the yellow-green shirt this season. The brand new 
Hague-based sports brand has the goal of making sports more 
accessible for all children worldwide and starts this pursuit by 
supporting the G-team of ADO Den Haag.

GNK Dinamo Zagreb                                                                                         
Zagreb, Croatia  

Campaign activity: Social workshops for academy players 

GNK Dinamo Zagreb invited its young players to a workshop on 
the topic of education and life values.The ambassadors of the 
campaign, school psychologist Sandra Šućurović and coach 
Marko Cindrić, gathered young players, and they were joined by 
a young first team goalkeeper, Renato Josipović. 

Josipović talked to the youngsters about the importance of 
school, growing up, and the meaning of true, strong friendships. 
There was no shortage of laughter and joy at the educational 
lecture, and after the workshop, the young players headed to 
the pitch for training. 
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Campaign activity: Support for primary school

PFC Ludogorets spent a day with students from the Dr. Petar 
Beron primary school for children and families in need in 
the village of Osenets, near Razgrad. Ludogorets goalkeeper 
Renan dos Santos visited the school with donations of 
masks, notebooks, pens, balls, scarves, and pictures with his 
autograph. The children welcomed Renan with homemade 
bread, honey, grapes, and a lot of selfie requests.

PFC Ludogorets                                                                                         
Osenets, Bulgaria    

Campaign activity: PL Primary Stars 

Blackburn Rovers Community Trust has partnered up with The 
Premier League to launch the “Premier League Primary Stars 
programme”, aimed to engage, connect, and inspire boys 
and girls aged 4 – 11 years old into regular sport and activity 
promoting fair play, motivation, and ambition to reach their 
goals and potential. The team of the Community Trust returned 
to deliver the school programme during the Action Weeks.

Blackburn Rovers 
Community Trust                                                                                         
Blackburn, United Kingdom   

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS
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Istanbul Basaksehir                                                                                         
Istanbul, Turkey 

Campaign activity: Sporting Memories: We Make it Green

Istanbul Basaksehir FK launched the We Make it Green 
campaign this season to address the pressing issue of climate 
change and global warming. The club’s 3rd kit – which is also 
the first kit produced by local suppliers ever to be worn in the 
Champions League – emphasizes the importance of foresting 
practices in the fight to protect our planet. With every green 
jersey a fan buys, a tree seed of their choice is planted in Turkey. 
They receive a QR code to the project webpage where they can 
monitor their seed’s journey and, with time, their tree’s growth, 
which they will be able to share on their social media channels. 

Campaign activity: Kick Racism out 

Match day one of the 2020/2021 Serie A season – 19, 20 
and 21 September – saw Italian clubs joining forces to tackle 
the longstanding issue of racism and discrimination in sports. 
Before the start of every match, all the teams lined up in front 
of the branded arch dedicated to the initiative, as well as the 
ball plinth located on the sidelines and the fourth official’s 
substitution/extra time board. All players could be seen wearing 
a “Keep Racism Out” patch applied on the jersey’s right sleeve, 
and all the captains wore the armband with the words 
“Keep Racism Out”.

Lega Serie A                                                                        
Italy     

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS
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Heart of Midlothian                                                                                         
Edinburgh, Scotland 

Campaign activity: Debunking myths 

To demonstrate that Big Hearts is #Morethanfootball, the 
charity of Heart of Midlothian FC has been sharing some 
unknown fun facts about the organisation and its work in 
the community. A series of fun facts featured on Instagram 
channels to debunk the most common myths about the football 
charity and to show, for example, that Big Hearts support 
children and football supporters from any club, including city 
rivals Hibernian. They also shared the story of Alan, Hearts 
fan with his daughter Eva, 13 years old, who volunteered at 
the Stadium during lockdown to prepare thousands of packed 
meals for homeless groups across Scotland.

Campaign activity: 
At the Stadium and at Home, I Sort my Waste!

At the Stadium and at Home, I Sort my Waste! is a pilot project 
run by Standard de Liége in collaboration with Fost Plus to 
improve waste management in the Stade Maurice Dufrasne. 
This programme is part of a broader strategic CSR policy 
adopted by the Belgian club last year to reduce their ecological 
footprint. New recycling islands were installed in the stadium 
with more legible signs. Sensitising messages are displayed 
on the scoreboard, on LED screens around the field and on 
television screens around the stadium. In addition, traditional 
cups distributed at the stadium have been replaced by 
polypropylene cups which are ideal for recycling. These steps 
have allowed the club to correctly sort 95% of their waste.

Standard 
de Liége                                                                                         
Liége, Belgium   

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS
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Shakhtar Social Foundation                                                                                         
Kyiv, Ukraine

Campaign activity: Special ‘Come On, Let’s Play!’ session  

Shakhtar Social and the Parimatch Foundation held a training 
session for children with special needs. Come On, Let’s Play! 
was launched in 2018 by Shakhtar Social Foundation with 
the objectives of improving access to football and sports, 
promoting social inclusion, protecting the rights of children 
with disabilities, and boosting extracurricular education. 
Shakhtar defender Sergii Kryvtsov attended the training 
session. He played football with the kids, gave them gifts, had 
pictures taken with them, and signed autographs 
for everyone who wanted to get one.

Campaign activity: Real Betis Against COVID-19

Fundación Real Betis Balompié played a crucial role in the 
fight against the COVID-19 pandemic this year. The club put 
its facilities, means of transportation, and its human capital 
at the disposal of the community. The Benito Villamarín 
Stadium became a logistics space for the reception, 
preparation and distribution of personal protective 
equipment. Thanks to the contributions and help of 
volunteer fans, staff, and Real Betis Féminas (women’s team) 
players, Real Betis distributed 27,540 protective masks, 
2,796 gowns, and 1,000 caps in 503 destinations including 
hospitals, senior citizen centres, security forces, and clinics. 

Fundación 
Real Betis 
Balompié                                                                                         
Sevilla, Spain    

Campaign activity: Walking Football  

Getafe CF Foundation launched its “Getafe Walking Football” 
Project as an initiative to promote physical activity among 
women and men over 55 years old.  This programme is 
designed to help people stay in shape and maintain an active 
lifestyle, regardless of age or physical condition, and to enjoy 
the practice of football while avoiding the risk of injury. With 
the support of a specialised team of professionals, several free 
theoretical and practical workshops will be organised online to 
promote the knowledge of this project, as well as the learning 
of the competition rules. Due to the current situation, the 
face-to-face training sessions will take place in the Getafe CF 
sports centre once the health situation is more favourable.

Fundación 
Getafe CF                                                                                        
Getafe, Spain   

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES & ONLINE CAMPAIGNS
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Education Action Day 

18.09.2020

Education Action Day 

The Education Action day was the first Action Day of the 2020 
Action Weeks and is inspired by the Sustainable Development 
Goal 4 which states that education opens doors to the job market, 
combats inequality, reduces child mortality, promotes environmental 
engagement, and is essential in breaking the cycle of poverty. In 
connection to the Action day, participating clubs, leagues, and FAs 
organised school visits, hosted online webinars, developed inspiring 
resources, and used their stadiums for after school activities.

#Morethanfootball Action Days 
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International Day of Peace

21.09.2020

Established in 1981, the 21st of September is International Day 
of Peace and serves as a reminder to all nations and people to 
celebrate the power of global solidarity for building a peaceful 
and sustainable world. It is also supposed to start a discussion 
on how to promote and maintain long-term peace in the world 
and introduce a 24-hour period of global ceasefire and non-
violence for groups in active conflict.

Standard de Liège highlighted their project All Together which 
teaches values like humility, tolerance, and perseverance to 
their young talents. Barça Foundation highlighted their project 
for refugees in Greece, Lebanon, Italy, and Catalonia where 
they try to improve the emotional wellbeing of refugee children 
and promote their integration with the community. Barça 
Foundation referred to their work with refugees in Greece, 
Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia.

International Day of Peace
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Sport and the SDGs 

The Sport and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) day 
was a day to celebrate the contribution of sports to the SDGs 
since it can be a powerful tool to promote peace, change, and 
development. Programmes can relate to any SDG, e.g. zero-
poverty, zero-hunger, or zero-discrimination. All participants 
showed how they were contributing to the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development. 

The Aberdeen City Community trust, for example, is 
#MoreThanFootball because they supported SDG 2, zero-
hunger, with their StillStandingFree campaign which provided 
more than 15,000 people in the region with daily meals 
through food parcel deliveries and a community anchor 
initiative. Club Brugge Foundation connected the SGD Action 
Day with the Community Champions League by cleaning up 
the neighbourhood with the children participating in the 
programme.

Sport and the SDGs 

25.09.2020
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Sustainability Action Day 

The Sustainability Action Day was intended to showcase how 
sport organisations take action and promote sustainability 
since climate change requires collective action from everyone, 
including the football world. As the impacts of climate 
change are more and more dramatic and visible, resources 
vanish, which is why the UN General Assembly made the 29th 
September the International Day of Awareness of Food Loss and 
Waste. 

The Burnley FC Community has highlighted their ‘Evergreen’ 
initiative through which more than 2,000 trees were planted- 
one for every 19/20 season third kit that was sold. Juventus 
referenced their signature of the UNFCCC Sports for Climate 
Action Framework. The Belgian League’s KV Oostende 
participated in the International Coastal CleanUp Day.

Sustainability Action Day 

29.09.2020
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International Day of Older Persons 

The International Day of Older Persons is a day to highlight the 
challenges of elderly people in contemporary society and to promote 
the development of a society for all ages. This is a relevant concern 
since, as reported by the WHO, between 2017 and 2030 the number 
of people over the age of 60 is expected to grow from 962 million 
to 1.4 billion. On the one hand, many of them have been and are 
leaders in our society, however, they are still part of one of the most 
vulnerable groups with many of them falling into poverty or facing 
discrimination. 

The Liverpool FC Foundation has an ‘I will’ campaign which allows 
them to tackle social issues in their communities, such as elderly 
isolation, through the power of youth e.g. with primary school 
children visiting nursing homes teaching residents how to use 
technology to keep in touch with their friends and family. Chelsea 
Foundation’s Activate Seniors programme aims to socially connect 
their senior communities, enabling them to make new friendships 
and empowering them to keep both the body and mind active. The 
Blackburn Rovers Community Trust was also committed to the cause 
by contacting their elderly participants across all projects to make 
sure they were okay during Corona with less contact being possible. 
Overall, there was a wide range of projects with many clubs offering 
walking football or just listening to the memories of older fans.

International Day 
of Older Persons  

01.10.2020
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International Day of Non-Violence 

The International Day of Non-Violence which is also the 
birthday of Mahatma Gandhi, the leader of the Indian 
independence movement and pioneer of the philosophy and 
strategy of non-violence, is an occasion to disseminate the 
message of non-violence. Its goals are to stimulate a culture 
of peace, tolerance, understanding, and non-violence. 
Non-violence, the “politics of ordinary people”, is a form of 
social struggle that has been adopted by populations all over 
the world to campaign for social justice.

Barça Foundation continuously works against bullying in 
sport and have trained more than 1500 coaches in their 
methodology. Brentford FC Community Trust and the Club 
Brugge Foundation both work together with their partners 
to promote inclusive football that is free of discrimination 
and full of respect, fun, fair play, and diversity.

International Day of Non-Violence 

02.10.2020
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Gender Equality Action Day 

On the 6th of October, the Action Day for Gender equality 
highlights the fact that gender discrimination is still one of 
the most concerning problems of our society. Inequalities do 
not only refer to access to the labour market and wages for 
employment, but also to sexual violence and exploitation, and 
the division of unpaid care, domestic work, and public decision 
making. It has also been proven that empowering women and 
promoting gender equality is crucial to accelerating sustainable 
development, it has a multiplier effect across all other 
development areas. 

Aston Villa Foundation did several workshops within schools 
for International Women’s Day with the aim of children 
understanding the gender divide in sport. Burnley FC even has 
programmes providing a platform for all females to take part 
in football with their Wildcats sessions for 5+, Premier League 
Kicks, Girls post-16 academy, and their professional women’s 
team. Sheffield United Community Foundation provided a Q&A 
for the PL Kicks girls with Ellie Wilson to answer questions 
about her career and more.

Gender Equality 
Action Day 

06.10.2020
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The 10th of October is World Mental Health Day, a day that 
raises awareness of mental health issues around the world 
and gives credit to those that work in this field, to give people 
a platform to talk about mental health. This topic is of great 
relevance since research by the WHO shows that one in four 
people will be affected by a mental disorder at some stage of 
their lives. This has been highlighted by the current Covid-19 
pandemic showing how much the mental health landscape 
can be improved since anyone can have emotional distress due 
to anxiety, fear, isolation, social distancing, and restrictions. 
The Blackburn Rovers Community trust posted five tips for 
looking after our mental well-being. Notts County FC signed 
a TimeToChange employers pledge to change the way they 
think and act about mental health at work and partnered up 
with blOKes to be supported with putting the action plan 
into practice. The Aston Villa Foundation has a Think Football 
programme which gets participants to a better place mentally 
and they get tools to help them manage their mental health.

World Mental Health Day 

10.10.2020
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posts on social media
 4,041Total

 3,157

 761

 123 posts
mentioning 

#Morethanfootball

posts
mentioning 

#Morethanfootball

tweets
mentioning 

#Morethanfootball

people reached online

41m

impressions

67m

interactions

240k

# Morethanfootball 
 on Social Media 

Due to the ongoing pandemic, the focus of this year’s 
campaign was even more on online activities. Social Media 
again played a huge role in the success of the 4th edition 
of the #Morethanfootball Action Weeks with the majority 
of the communication and content being published across 
Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook.  Participants from some of 
the biggest European organisations all the way through to 
grassroots and amateur clubs used the #Morethanfootball on 
their different social media platforms to make people aware of 
the campaign’s universal message. 

The message reached 41 million people on social media, 
8 million more than the 2019 campaign. Participating clubs, 
partners, and organisations as well as EFDN contributed 
to the success. Fans from all over the world liked, shared, 
retweeted, and commented on these posts and also sent their 
own messages including #Morethanfootball. In total, more 
than 240,000 social media interactions were counted.  Posts 
including #Morethanfootball could have been seen at least 
more than 67 million times by users. 

The online impact of this 2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks 
is based on the following social media: Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram, and YouTube.
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posts on social media

# Morethanfootball 
 match 
 on YouTube 

EFDN teamed up with Creators FC to promote the 
#Morethanfootball Action Weeks especially among young 
fans. Creators FC is the official YouTubers national football 
team of the Netherlands. The team is made up of some of 
the most popular internet and social media icons of the 
country, as well as some former international players 
like Royston Drenthe, Glenn Helder, and Michael Mols.

The intersection between today’s YouTube celebrities and 
yesterday’s football stars gives Creators FC a substantial, 
wide-reaching platform through which important 
initiatives and campaigns – like the #Morethanfootball 
Action Weeks – can be promoted to the youth.

During their game in Vianen, #Morethanfootball 
merchandise was on display around the venue. From the 
banner in the stands to the captain’s armband and the 
posters held up by young fans, #Morethanfootball was 
everywhere.

The YouTube account Creators FC has more than 120.000 
subscribers. The summary of the game in Vianen was 
watched more than 210.000 times so far. In the video, the 
#Morethanfootball banner on the side of the pitch is being 
shown repeatedly, the flags behind the goals, and the 
banners that were held by the audience were seen as well. 
The related vlog has had 58.000 views so far.

The Creators FC Instagram account has posted a few 
stories on Instagram that were watched on average 
50.000 times. In addition to the Creators FC posts, 
#morethanfootball was also present on a few accounts 
of the Creators FC players who have posted their own 
stories which created overall an amount of more than 
1 million views.

Glenn Helder 
Former Dutch footballer (Arsenal, SL Benfica, Vitesse)

Akkamist 
Dutch Freestyler with more than 306,000 followers 
on Instagram 

DJ Sandersville 
Dutch DJ & Producer, more than 100,000 followers 
on Instagram 
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#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON TWITTER

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on

 twitter

Inter Club Escaldes 
#Morethanfootball challenge tweet
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2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on

International Observatory for Human Rights 
Welcome Through Football tweet



#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON instagram

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on

 instagram

Serie A #Morethanfootball Inclusion
 & Fare Network #FootballPeople Weeks post

Inter Campus 
#Morethanfootball post
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Bijzondere Eredivisie 
#Morethanfootball Disability post



#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON INSTAGRAM

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on

#Morethanfootball Challenge posts
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 facebook

#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON facebook
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2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on



#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON FACEBOOK
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2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on
#Morethanfootball labels 

For the 2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks, many clubs, 
leagues and FAs took the opportunity to showcase their 
support for the campaign by posting =Morethanfootball labels. 
All football organisations can find the Multimedia kit and more 
resources on the Morethanfootball website.



#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON websites

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on

 websites
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#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS ON WEBSITES

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks on
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#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS Media Coverage

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks

 media coverage
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#MORETHANFOOTBALL ACTION WEEKS Media Coverage

2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks
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THE #MORETHANFOOTBALL MOVEMENT

The first 3 years of the #More than Football Action Weeks have 
been a huge success with participation from football clubs, leagues, 
associations/federations, and other organisations year on year. The 2020 
#Morethanfootball Action Weeks continued the success from the previous 
three years with over 100 European football organisations, from 30 
different countries participating and an estimated number of more than 
41 million people reached online. However, the excellent work being done 
in the field of football related community and social responsibility is not 
just limited to a 3-week period and is being carried out on a daily basis. It’s 
for this reason that we are aiming to create a yearlong #Morethanfootball 
movement to support all community engaged football clubs and their 
employees, volunteers, and supporters in getting their message out and 
receiving the recognition they deserve.

The #Morethanfootball Action Weeks will of course still be the anchor 
point of the year to celebrate the fantastic work that is delivered by clubs, 
leagues, federations, foundations, and associations daily all-around 
Europe and to inspire others to become active in their communities as 
well. During the first days and weeks after the official end of this year’s 
campaign, we have seen many clubs, leagues, and FAs continue using the 
hashtag to promote their community projects online. 

Inter Club d’Escaldes have posted testimonials and shared photos from a 
project with the slogan. KAA Gent raised awareness of children suffering 
from cancer and showed their support by lighting up the stadium in gold 
and adding the #Morethanfootball wordmark in communications. Legia 
Warsaw launched an auction of the warm-up shirts that the players wore on 
a matchday during the Action Weeks. Big Hearts mention #Morethanfootball 
in their Twitter description and Northampton Town FC Community Trust even 
set up a #Morethanfootball CSR-strategy for their work in local communities. 

 From annual 
 Action Weeks to 
# Morethanfootball   
 Movement

Movement
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be #MORETHANFOOTBALL

Be #Morethanfootball 
The 2020 #Morethanfootball Action Weeks have been a great 
platform for community engaged clubs, leagues and FAs to 
raise awareness of their community initiatives. However, the 
social power of football is used as a tool for social development 
and cohesion on a daily basis. The excellent support of groups 
at risk of isolation, programme beneficiaries, and supporters 
does not stop with the end of the Action Weeks. EFDN invites 
all organisations in football to continue spreading the word and 
work together to share knowledge and improve existing projects. 
Together, we are #Morethanfootball – every day. 

Your checklist for the time until the next Action Weeks:  

• Use #Morethanfootball in your communications 
• Tag the #Morethanfootball social media accounts 
• Create your #Morethanfootball visuals by using the   
 Multimedia toolkit and editor on the Morethanfootball  
 website 
• Include the #Morethanfootball Action Weeks in your  
 annual Impact Report 
• Take part in the next More than Football Award scheme 
• Engage with us during EFDN Conferences and EFDN   
 Networking events 
• Prepare ideas for the next Action Weeks in 2021 
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MORE THAN FOOTBALL award 2020

More than Football Award 2020

Since 2019, the More than Football Award ceremony concludes 
the annual #Morethanfootball Action Weeks. EFDN is proud to 
present the five projects of Club Brugge, Legia Warsaw, Borussia 
Dortmund, Pro League, and Malmö FF that have been selected 
for the shortlist of the More than Football Award 2020 powered 
by Musco Lighting. The award honours the best community and 
social responsibility (CSR) initiative in European football. 
The winner of the Award will win a branded mini-pitch 
which will be developed in partnership among the 
winning organisation, EFDN, and Musco Lighting.

The applicants selected for the shortlist were invited to make 
a 15-minute presentation of their project at the 14th EFDN 
“#Morethanfootball” Conference. After all five presentations, 
the attending EFDN members choose the winning organisation. 
We have received 23 excellent applications from all across 
Europe and would like to thank all participating clubs,
leagues, and FAs.

1

The Bear and his Scarf is a children’s bedtime story 
produced by Club Brugge, that hopes to teach what 
loving your club means. It’s a story about respect, 
values, and principles targeted at both kids and 
parents.

the bear 
and his scarf
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MORE THAN FOOTBALL award 2020

5

The programme activities start in classrooms and 
end with a big tournament and manifestation against 
racism at Malmö FF’s Eleda Stadium. This year, the club 
celebrates the 10th anniversary of this initiative. 
10,000 individuals have participated in the concept 
since the start 10 years ago.

Grundskolefotboll 
mot rasism 
(School football against Racism) 4

Younited Belgium is a social organisation that uses 
football for the reintegration of adults struggling with 
issues such as housing, mental health, wellbeing, poverty, 
or addiction. Each Younited team is set up through the 
collaboration between a Belgian football club and a 
social organisation such as street workers, day centres, 
neighbourhood sports centres, and homeless hostels. 

3

The club has developed and successfully implemented 
a large number of measures to reduce the influence of 
right-wing supporters, promote diversity, and support 
organisations that tackle anti-semitism. 

2

Legia Warsaw has launched a comprehensive aid 
programme in Warsaw, providing much-needed 
support to seniors during the coronavirus pandemic. 
The support scheme reached 2,415 beneficiaries in
 over 1,000 locations across the city. In total, 32,000 
meals were delivered. 

#GotowiDoPomocy 
   (Ready to help) 

Younited Belgium 

United by Borussia 
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+31 76 369 05 61

actionweek@morethanfootball.eu
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Any questions or in need 
of further information?
Please contact us by phone or email: 

www.morethanfootball.eu

The #Morethanfootball Action Weeks 
are an initiative of: 
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